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➢ RV fire in Flamingo Heights knocked down before it can spread to nearby home
An RV fire in Flamingo Heights was extinguished with no injuries yesterday (June 13).

At approximately 10:45 The San Bernardino County Fire Department responded to at-the-time conflicting reports of an unknown fire in Flamingo Heights.

Responding engines ultimately found an RV fully on fire in the 1800 block of Wamego Trail. The fire was beginning to spread to a nearby shed, and both structures were near a single family residence.

Firefighters at the scene report that significant hose work was needed to bring water to the fire, but eventually several water sources were secured, and the fire was knocked down after about nine minutes. An engine from Cal Fire provided assistance.

No injuries were reported, and the fire did not displace any residents. The cause of the fire is under investigation.